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Going to Hell: British Artists and the First World War  
by Richard Cork 

 
 
David Bomberg 
 
We've been looking on the screen at a painting I am sure a lot of you are familiar 
with as it is very well displayed at the moment in the new hang in the Tate Britain. 
So you can see it from a long way away which is rather appropriate actually 
because the first time it was ever exhibited - people could see it way down the 
Kings Road in Chelsea. How strange is that?  
 
The reason is that the young David Bomberg (and I'm talking about a young man 
who had only just left the Slade school of art when he was in his early twenties) 
was given his first solo show at a gallery in Chelsea called Shilnil gallery. For 
some reason which he never explained, he decided to put his latest and greatest 
painting which we are looking at ‘The Mud Bath’, he decided to put that not in the 
gallery itself but out in the street. He put union jack flags all the way round the 
frame of the picture so it was hanging there rather like a sign pub or an inn or 
something. He said that the horses drawing the vehicles that use to still go along 
the King Road at that time would shy each time the came to ‘The Mud Bath’. 
They got shock each time they came along the road - which isn't all that 
surprising because it is a very explosive painting isn't it?   

The fascinating thing is it was done before the First World War. We don't 
know exactly when but probably the early month of 1914 and so it was painted by 
somebody who had no idea that First World War would erupt later that year. He 
called it ‘‘The Mud Bath’ because he was very familiar with Joseph Steam Baths, 
which were a wonderful place he used to go growing up as a Jewish young man 
in the east-end of London, with Polish parents. Who had come over form Poland 
to live very awkwardly, comfortable and without very much come to this country. 
Joseph Steam Baths was a place beloved by the Jewish communities; the 
Jewish community was very strong in the east-end of London at this time. In 
Brick Lane next door to the Whitechapel art gallery there was these steam baths 
where people would go and relax, and have a good time. But of course looking at 
this painting you think, hang on a minute this is not a documentary picture of a 
steam baths, what’s going on? The title of the painting immediately makes you 
think of strangely enough the First World War. The mud bath, I mean if you want 
to sum up the First World War you could even call it the mud bath couldn't you? 
But this was painted by a young man before the First World War, so one of its 
qualities is that it is strangely prophetic in the way that art can very often be. It’s 
looking forward even though it’s ostensibly about figures who are gather around 
a bath, which Bomberg paints red. There's a kind of pillar in the middle rising up 
which looks rather like totem pole doesn't it? So, immediately it makes you think 
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of, I don't know natives somewhere maybe, primitive people - that was a key 
word in those days.  

All the young artist of Bomberg's generation talked about primitive 
because it was something they had fallen in love with; something they explored 
when they went to the British Museum and hunted down things that weren’t very 
well displayed because they weren't valued very much back there, not half ad 
much as Greek and Roman works of art. The British museum did have African 
carvings works of art, it did have Oceanic works of art and all of these inspired 
the young artists; the Avant-garde artists coming out of the Slade just before the 
First World War. It inspired them to similar of course, that is one of the things this 
painting does but what is it - is it a mud bath? Is it a dance? Which it could be?  

That’s another thing that excited these young artists enormously - a 
Russian ballet. The homegrown attempts by the people like Margret Morris to 
revolutionize the whole notion of dance inspired artists like Bomberg. So you've 
got that going on in this painting as well but above all we bring our hindsight to 
bear on it don't we? There is nothing we can do about that, we know what 
happened later on in 1914 and of course, this year we are exploring it all over a 
gain. Wherever you look in the media we are trying to re-understand it, if you like 
but we know what happened. We know the work did turn into a mud bath and 
that makes this painting more extraordinary - makes more like a battle scene. It 
does look as if some kind of extraordinary fight might be going on. 

Another aspect is this notion of the human being, the human limb being 
turned into something so simple in the angle it becomes almost mechanical. It’s 
almost if humanity is turning into a robot. And that is something we will return to 
later on this evening as well but again its very, very prophetic isn't it.   

Staying with Bomberg for a moment what happened to him was, like so 
many artist of his generation he didn't have so much of a chance. After this initial 
fling of the London art world of 1914 he didn't have much of a chance to pursue 
his work because of courses he was sent off to War. He actually served in the 
Royal Engineers. This is a big drawing the V& A has in its wonderful collection of 
prints and drawings called 'Billet' which Bomberg drew in 1915 just before he was 
sent off to the front. Here he is trying to summarize his feelings of being in a 
billet, of being a young untrained, probably quite baffled and frustrated soldier. 
He shows this with the notion of the bed (the mud bath has been turned into a 
bed) it is still an oblong stretching across the picture. There is a much more 
constrained feeling here, much more of a feeling of some people being hemmed 
in. You've got these kind of fences almost at the left and the right. He's using the 
bed isn't he, turning it into a kind of prison upon which the mattress of the hard 
uncomfortable bed contains these figures, one of which thrust his way out of the 
top there towards the middle of the picture. He seems to be kind of hunch on the 
edge of the bed sitting there looking tired, miserable and full of foreboding.  
Around him the figures are less easy to work out they’re much more machine like 
now. Its almost like the machine world has taken over and completely turned 
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these figures, although they are wearing army uniform, they are turning them into 
something almost impossible to identify as human beings. Once again this is 
very, very prophetic because one of the cardinal aspects of the First World War 
was to hitherto unseen and undreamt of machinery, war machines actually took 
over, dominated and exterminated people in a way which nobody could have 
predicted. I mean that was once of the things about the First World War that this 
machinery was unleashed in such a terrifying and efficient way that even the 
generals on both sides probably weren't ready for the carnage it created.  

 
 
Wyndham Lewis 
 

We are looking now at one of the many paintings from this period that 
hasn't survived. This is the only known photograph. It was reproduced in the 
magazine ‘Blast’ in the Summer of 1914 and it is by Wyndam Lewis. Its called 
‘Plan of War’ and we do know it’s a big 6ft high painting painted in brilliant 
colours. So I want you to promise me something. If you go into one of those 
antique shops where things are covered in dust in shadowy corners and you see 
rolled up in the far corner a very big canvas that’s obliviously been there a very 
long time. I want you to promise me you will go over to it and unroll it and if it 
looks anything like ‘Plan of War’ by Wyndham Lewis. Are you following me? You 
must promise me this, you got to email me immediately because some of these 
paintings are out there, some of these paintings have been rediscovered and I'm 
sure there are still pictures like that lurking in funny old places that need to be 
look at all over again.  

Anyway here is Wyndham Lewis before the First World War early 1914 
doing this big pretty abstract painting called ‘Plan of War’. I say abstract because 
of the Vorticist movement, which unleashed in the Summer of 1914 with the 
publication of ‘Blast’ (Wyndham Lewis himself edited). Vorticism was obsessed 
by the machine age. Quite rightly it thought Britain had been transferred, not just 
by the Industrial Revolution of the 19th century but of its consequences. It 
wanted to forge an art that was capable of seeing Britain in an entirely new way, 
not in a Victorian way they had no patient with Victorian tradition. They realized 
they were in the new century and wanted new art and so they did push 
themselves to the limited of abstraction. Sometimes but and its quite a big but, 
even the most abstract seeming pictures do actually still contain all kinds of 
references to the modern world.  

Lewis calls it ‘Plan of War’ and is quite easy isn’t to regards it as perhaps 
an aerial view almost. We almost seem to be looking down on the battlefield, with 
this mass of ranks closing forces, getting ready to attack each other.  

Here is a painting by Wyndham Lewis painted a little bit later in 1915, 
which does survive and is on display at Tate Britain and its called The Crowd. Its 
called The Crowd because its very much bound up with the short story which 
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Wyndham Lewis himself wrote because he was a fiction writer as well as an 
artist. He wrote quite a few articles when he was long and prolific career and if 
you read Blast magazine you will find there a short story by Lewis called the 
Crowd ….(unclear in audio). Its a very vivid story (well worth reading) about the 
extraordinary atmosphere in London in the centre of the city at the moment the 
First World War was declared. Something quite clearly that Lewis himself witness 
and he describes very vividly how people almost very automatically and by 
instinct as the news got around about the declaration about First World War 
people started to converge around the centre of London. Huge crowds gathered - 
almost as if they were forming a kind of civil army of their own. I mean a lot of it 
was to do with wanting to find out about what an earth was going on of course as 
well –wanting, needing to know more. Lewis expresses this in the painting by 
showing these tiny figures especially in the top and middle of the painting. They 
are minute one of them leaps out with a kind of red flag. Can you see it right in 
the middle of the picture? Most of them seem very diminished by these 
enormous bounds. They are like bars of metal stretching across the picture one 
way or the other. There are some larger figures towards the bottom of the 
picture. Some of which look like Epstein's Rock drill (which we will later on this 
evening) and above them there is a single word actually written into the painting. 
It’s frustrating to whether you can see. It says E N C E L possibly O so you 
immediately think of the word enclosed or enclosure. That to me is the sort of 
reigning mood of the painting its almost as if these figures although they are 
gathered there are full of life. They seemed to be dominated by this rather 
ominous, rather sinister form that seems to be controlling them. That of course is 
another aspect of the First World War, which seem to be what happened to so 
many soldiers and civilians alike.  

Lewis was a master draftsman and here's another drawing from the 
collection in the V&A museum. They are very lucky they were given a bequest of 
some of Lewis' most masterly early drawing and it includes this one, called 
Combat No.2. Its fascinating because these three sets of figures are locked to 
gather in combat, of course they are fighting each other. Yet, it’s quite a big and 
yet there something almost ambiguous in the way in which they are locked 
together, particularly the ground in the far left there. They almost seem to be 
merging with each other; they almost seem to be embracing. There is something 
almost loving about this war thing and Lewis is saying something. Lewis was not 
a militant and he didn't like the out break of the war at all. That was one of the 
reasons he was so different from the Italian futurists because they actually were 
very belligerent indeed. They said in one of their manifestos that war was the 
only health-giver, which is a very, very strange idea for us to comprehend 
nowadays. They really did believe that, well a lot of people did. They thought that 
the modern world would be purged and purified by war and the world would 
come out of the better for it. But Lewis right from the word go; this is before the 
war starts - he showing these figures locked in a very strange combat indeed and 
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again turning into robots. These are some of the earliest images of robots in 
western art in fact.  

There are only two issues of ‘Blast’ magazine as you might imagine it to 
was blasted by the much greater blast of the First World War itself. This is the 
second issue. This is the cover of it called ‘War Number July 1915’. Lewis just 
managed to get it out before he too was called away to the front line and served 
in France. It is one of his own drawings reproduced on the cover, he calls it 
‘Antwerp’ - really to kind if signify how important the invasion of Belgium was in 
the beginning of the First World War and how much that counted for persuading 
nations that might otherwise have been reluctant to push themselves into this 
ghastly combat. It persuaded them to do so because the invasion of Belgium was 
such an impaling thing.  
 
C.R.W Nevinson 
 
Back at home other young artists who had graduated from the Slade as David 
Bomberg were also making a rather different kind of impact and standing among 
the was C.R.W Nevinson as he called himself. His name was actually 
Christopher Richard but he called himself always C.R.W.  His father Henry 
Nevinson was a star journalism and was very well known in those days as he's 
done a lot of war journalism which was interesting because of course Nevinson 
seizes on the outbreak of the First World War with a tremendous amount of 
mannish its almost and if he is ready for it even before the First World War. We 
are looking at a painting that once again doesn't seem to have seemed survived 
so you got to promise me all over again. Look out it very, very hard I don't want 
you to forget this painting. It’s called - can you see the headline above it? It’s a 
press cutting from Nevinson cutting books, which are preserved in the Tate and 
without these we wouldn't have these wonderful images at all. Anyway the 
painting was called ‘Tum Tum Tiddly um Tum Pom Pom’. It was inspired by a 
kind of carnival really on Hampstead Heath with merry-go-rounds and all sorts of 
things. And there is Nevison on the left looking very well scrubbed and rather 
dapper. He's holding his palette, he’s just finished this enormous picture, which is 
called ‘A Futurist Master Piece’. According to the Western Mail, which published 
this picture, thank goodness they did - it’s the only surviving photograph of a 
major early painting by Nevinson. Yes its says,  
 
"Our picture is of the futurist masterpiece by Mr CRW Nevinson entitled ‘Tum 
Tum Tiddly um Tum Pom Pom’. It represents Hampstead Heath on a Bank 
Holiday. Real confetti has bas been showered into the paint. The picture shows 
or at least the artist claims that it shows the chaotic movement of the enthusiasm 
of the Bank Holiday crowd.” 
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Well I'm sure it did and its very frustrating that we can’t see it full and in colour 
with the confetti but what it does show even in reprint is that Nevinson was a 
Futurist at this point in his life, he wasn't a vorticist. He disagreed with Wyndham 
Lewis and the vorticists. He signed up with Marinetti the leader of the Futurist 
movement, who had come over to London in 1912 with his cohorts and made 
huge stir in London with a massive exhibition and indeed Futurist performances, 
which were very controversial. They knew exactly how to publicise themselves 
and Nevinson signed up, he became the one and only British member of the 
Italian Futurist movement.  

He now blossom as an artists, here's another very vigorous drawing and 
again we don't where it is. This is a reproduction and its called ‘The Strand’. It’s 
very much to do with the beginning of the First World War - 'Keep Smiling' says 
one of the adverts on the bus going past. Its got these search lights that Futurist 
artists loved so much you see them in the work of Boccioni and Severini - who 
was a great friend of Nevinson actually. Severini was based in Paris because he 
was a Franco-File. Nevinson got to know him and they developed not only a big 
friendship but also a big correspondence, lots of letter between them, which are 
fascinating. Yes, a very interesting drawing because although Nevinson was a 
Futurist at this point there is something dark and foreboding about this picture. It 
not a glorification of war at all the figures that are rushing past in the foreground - 
if you can call it a foreground. They seem quick haunted, they seem quite 
melancholy, stressed, could just be evening rush hour I suppose. This play 
above with these dark, dark houses. This building with adverts like players and I 
think that’s probably Bovril isn't it on the far right there at the top, Bovril and cig of 
course for cigarettes and the important thing of course is to 'Keep Smiling'. A lot 
of people did at this junction because a lot of people believed didn’t they that the 
war would be over by Christmas, how wrong they were.  

This is Nevinson painting called ‘The Arrival’ which he put on view in first 
solo show, rather like Bomberg he had a solo show just before the First World 
War. This is a very Futurist evocation of the machine age. The way in which the 
biggest and very latest state of art ocean liner is asking its way, either into 
harbour or across the ocean, we don't really know, its both. Anyways its called 
‘The Arrival’, it didn't sell so one year later Nevinson put it on view and bought it 
up to date by calling it 'My arrival at Dunkirk' because by then he had joined the 
ambulance force and was sent over to France. Here is a wonderful photograph of 
him, which is in the Marinetti archive in Milan because he sent it, he sighed it, 
inscribed it and sent it to his great friend the futurist leader Marinetti because he 
was still a futurist. But his experience in France soon persuaded him that 
Futurism didn't have it right about the First World War at all. It was largely to do 
with the fact that Nevinson saw with his own eyes all these young men being 
bought back to the medical centre either dead or hideously disfigures or injured 
or traumatised. He also saw how quickly his own brigade the ambulance brigade 
was overwhelmed by the sheer numbers, the sheer amount that the war was 
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creating even from the word go. They couldn’t cope; they couldn’t look after 
these young men.  Nevinson attitudes to the war changed, he was invalided out 
after a few months and got married to his girlfriend and took her off on a sort of 
wartime honeymoon. But she remembered it after as a very strange affair indeed 
because Nevinson spent all his time planning and painting images like these. 
Can you imagine your new husband is just going to his studio everyday on your 
honeymoon and painting things like 'Returning to the Trenches'? The titled of this 
quite iconic painting of these figures that are indeed returning to the trenches but 
not with any sense of the war will be over by Christmas, not with ant sense of we 
are going to win. Even at this early stage the war and I stress this because 
Nevinson is one of the first artists to do paintings from first-hand experience of 
the combat. Even though this stage he is actually understanding the essence 
character of this war, the fact the young soldiers are caught up in this really quite 
terrifying sombre muddy grinding mechanistic trap. The all seemed to be trapped, 
humorous emphasis on their baggage, equipment, and their weapons. You can 
hardly see their faces at all, yeah they seem to be taken over by this momentum 
that is driving them through the picture in this very remorseless way.  

Here's a picture we all know very well from the Tate collection. It entered 
the Tate quite early actually, later on in the First World War in fact and it’s called 
‘La Mitrailleuse’. By this stage Nevinson had renounced his membership of the 
Futurist movement and he said  
 
“I no longer think what you futurist think the war is about. I don’t think it’s about 
that at all.”  
 
Even here when he is painting the machine gunner (the machine gun of course, 
was of the most devastating invention of the First World War) he doesn’t present 
somebody who is omnificent and mowing people down, this machine gunner 
maybe mowing people down but he himself is trapped isn’t he? He himself is 
boxed in a sort of shadowy trench like interior barbwire is very visible above him. 
Next beside him a man in a helmet who is shouting out almost at us, he almost 
seems to be shouting at us. We don't know what he is shouting but he maybe 
saying help because below him is this almost bloodless profile of a young solder 
who is either dying or dead looking up on the ground there. Further down still on 
the corner, the bottom-corner there’s the hunched figure of another soldier, 
machine gunner we don't quire know. There almost like a sort of coffin shape 
behind his helmet. It is as much about death as it is about life and Nevinson is 
pushing himself still further.  

This is 1915 still early days in the terms of war art but he pushes himself 
even further with this extraordinary painting, which is in a private collection, and it 
has never really been seen much in public. I know it to my own cost because 
when I organised the 'Bitter Truth' exhibition in the early 1990s I pleaded with 
owner to let him lend it to the show but he wouldn’t for some reason so its hidden 
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away somewhere. It is a stunning picture and yes, I meant its just an 
extraordinary masterpiece. Its called 'The Flooded Trench on the Yser'. It is all 
about - you can’t see anybody there in the trench but you don't need to in away 
there present is implied or maybe Nevinson is saying there is nobody left, 
everybody has dies because the picture is dominated by this sky. This 
extraordinary metallic sky and the rain is coming out of it like swords or bayonets, 
things that pierce. They don't just fall on the ground they pierce the ground, they 
pierce the water and the whole of the landscape is covered in the water which is 
flooding the trenches. It is a most devastating picture and its sums up all our 
feeling about the how an earth could people survive? Let alone the bullets, the 
explosion, the bombs, the gas, how could they survive, especially in the winter? 
And this in a very wintery picture isn't it, how could they keep themselves warm? 
How could anybody live in such conditions?  

I return now to Nevinson's cutting book because it is fascinating the way in 
which he more than anybody else really got hold of the media during the First 
World War hen he started exhibiting these First World War pictures in London. It 
is partly because his father Henry knew so many journalists and knew exactly 
who to contact, he immediately became a sort superstar over night but not in a 
celebrity, self-congratulatory way, quite the opposite he was a very, very 
controversial, notorious figure that a lot of people hated because a lot of people 
in England couldn't understand anybody painting pictures like this that suggested 
war was like going to hell.  

Actually I had a very extraordinary person experience, the painting on your 
right, which is called 'A Bursting Shell' and is now in the Tate Collection. Nobody 
knew where that was until 1974 when I organised an exhibition at they Hayward 
Gallery called 'Vorticism and its Allies' and I will never forget it. One day the 
phone rang, do you remember telephones and they way they used to ring? And I 
picked up the telephone they said,  

 
"Its the Hayward Gallery we've just heard from a man who says he's got a 

painting you might like to look at because he went to see the show and he thinks 
he got a painting that is rather like the sort of thing that is in the exhibition and he 
wondered if you would like to come and see it."  
 
Thank goodness I said yes and it was in Hamilton Terrace in St John's Wood 
which in those days, parts of it were quite shabby actually, not like nowadays. 
And I went to this flat and there was this very nice man there, a young man and 
he said " I'm glad you've come I would like to show you this painting".  
It wasn't hanging on he wall it was in a cupboard and he opened the door and 
there it was in the cupboards and it was a very dirty painting, it was covered in 
muck. Then I said " Where did you get it from?' and he said " oh I inherited it, it 
was an Uncle who left it to me, he's dead now. It hasn't got a name on it or 
anything on it but it reminded me when came to see the Vorticism show and I 
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wondered what you thought it is?” Luckily I had seen it in Nevinson cuttings book 
in the Tate Gallery library and I said, "I’m pretty sure its a masterpiece called 'A 
Bursting Shell'. If you don't want it, please don't chuck it out, please have it 
cleaned and please I ideally sell it to the Tate Gallery because they would love to 
have it". So that’s what happened and that what can happen as I have said 
already some of these pictures, too many of them are out there somewhere.  

Yes, here an example from Nevinson cutting book.  
 
"Will these pictures help the Germans?"  

 
These were the kind of headlines that were put about Nevinson's pictures. 
'Uncensored' so they created a lot of anger but as we can see if we go visit this 
wonderful painting that is now in the newly reopened Imperial War Museum 
London which of you haven’t had a chance to go down yet I do thoroughly 
recommend. They've done a wonderful job on displaying the works of art in their 
massive collection, very well indeed - this is one of the best paintings they've got 
its the most extraordinary picture really. All it shows is soldiers resting, troops 
resting and their tired and they’re on this long march aren’t they? Along the path 
but the more you look at it the more you realise that Nevinson caught the utter 
exhaustion, the utter dejection, the utter bewilderment by these guys.  

I'm talking now in 1916 we half way through the First World War and a lot 
of the most ghastly carnage occurred in 1916 so much so that the people that 
survived they must have been in a state of utter shock to see so many of their 
mates just mowed down in such in unimaginable numbers. I can’t imagine what it 
was like for them, I'm sure you can't either. One of the great factors of the First 
World War is the mental factor, even if you survived, 'survived' psychically you 
were very traumatised for life for what you had undergone. So I think Nevinson is 
dealing with all this in a superbly composed picture and a wonderful use of the 
sky as well as the wet pathway. Again his emphasis on equipment, the 
burdensomeness of that equipment, everyone is really weighed down, everyone 
has really had it, they've had enough, and they don’t know what to do next.  

Here is the most moving one of all actually, it belongs to Birmingham City 
Art Gallery and it refers back to what Nevinson had experienced in the 
Ambulance brigade in the beginning of the First World War. I think I described to 
you how all these young men where just bought in to these shed and left there 
and nobody could look after them because there weren't enough people to look 
after them, it was one of those. If you’re interested in learning more about that 
Nevinson did actually write a very well composed autobiography called 'Paint and 
Prejudices'.  
 
 
 
Jacob Epstein 
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The war by this time was affecting artist who weren’t at the front and had no first 
hand experience of combat at all. Most notable perhaps Jacob Epstein, who'd 
been in NY in fact and been bought up there in New York as the son of an 
emigrate rather like David Bomberg in that respect. He was a student in Paris 
where he met Rodin who is his great hero at that stage and then took the rather 
surprising decision to come over to London and make Britain his home. But we 
are very glad he did because he revolutionised modern sculpture in Britain above 
with this extraordinary piece, which he started before the First World War. 'Rock 
Drill’ as we call it, was begun 1913 and right about Christmas 1913 he invited a 
group of his friends who included not only Bomberg among others. He asked 
them to come to his studio in Landsconwick Street right in the middle of London. 
Epstein said, “I want you to see this sculpture that I've been working on because 
I just want you to see it.” They never forgot what they were confronted with 
because of course what Epstein had done was to buy a real rock drill mounted 
on a tripod. The sort of thing that was used in Quarrying at that time, very, very 
state of the art and without changing it in anyway at all he incorporate it in his 
own sculpture and surmounted it with this white plaster figure of the rock-driller, 
whose little hand - can you see right on top if the machine there can you see he's 
holding the handle of the drill with his hand and he is learning forward. This 
extraordinary sculpture was only exhibited once - isn't that a weird thought, one 
of the sculptures we can see as a landmark in modern British art as well as just 
sculpture, was only shown once in 1915 at a group called the London Group and 
it was vilified. Most of the critics who wrote about it said it was a complete waste 
of time, how dare Mr. Epstein buy a real machine and borrow it and put it in his 
own work of art and call it a sculpture, what is he playing at? This is nonsense! A 
lot of artists actually, even Augustus John said it was one of most disgusting 
things he seen and stormed out of the gallery. It created a lot of anger, a lot of 
rage and nobody wanted to buy it.  

Soon afterwards Epstein who didn't have any money sold the drill and set 
to work on a very different sculpture, which is the only one we've got in the 
original shape. He put it on view one year later in 1916, he put this on view and 
its called 'Torso in Metal from The Rock-Drill'. What he's done of course is cast it 
in gunmetal as he called it - gunmetal. Its very different from the Rock-Driller, 
which surmounts in a very extraordinary, powerful and all seeing way, he's 
surmounted the rock-drill. People who looked at this sculpture looked up, it was 
huge, it was above them and it was shown actually on a plinth at the gallery in 
the London Group. So it was even higher than it was in the studio in 
Landsconwick Street but what has Epstein done?  Well he's completely 
transformed it and completely transformed the meaning of it, because of course 
by 1916 pretty much everybody was starting to realize quite how abominable this 
war was becoming. It was going on forever and it was killing millions of young 
men and million more young men were being sent to the front, even younger and 
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even less trained up properly. Epstein quite clearly decided to reflect his feelings 
about the progress of the war (which he hated) in his work of art, in this torso. 
This figure has become helpless, he still is robotic but he's helpless he hasn’t got 
the drill which of course was a very phallic form a very kind of virile machine. 
That's all gone, all we are left with - he's more like walking-wounded then 
somebody he is supreme. He doesn't have hand and he doesn’t have an arm 
and strangely enough lodged between his metallic ribcage is the embryonic 
figure of a child. Its almost as if he's about to give birth but to what exactly? We 
don't know and Epstein never told us - it’s a very, very strange idea. But maybe 
he's asking a question isn't he? - Putting the question into our minds as to what 
kind of world the future generation is going to enter? What kind of world is being 
created rather destroyed in front of our eyes as the war proceeds? There is 
another view of it, which shows his defensiveness even more. That long neck 
jutting out as if its almost like he’s just waiting to be attacked, waiting to be killed 
so that gives it this form of the baby and even more projective meaning. He is 
trying to shield the future generation from being destroyed.  
 
Mark Gertler  
 
There was another artist in London who also didn't go off to the war. In this case 
it was because he was a pacifist and that was Mark Gertler, who had a studio up 
in Hampstead. He rather like Nevinson - do you remember that Nevinson 
painting I showed you called ‘Tum Tum Tiddly um Tum Pom Pom’.  Well rather 
like Nevinson, Mark Gurtler went off to the Hampstead Heath and saw a merry-
go-round in a funfair and realized he could turn it into far and away the biggest 
and the most ambitious picture as he had ever produced. He was the same 
generation as Bomberg and Nevinson; he had studied at the same place in the 
Slade so he was young and full of ambition. He wanted to do a picture that 
summed up his own feelings about the First World War.  
These figures that are ridding round on the horses have been turned into 
marionettes almost. They seem to be singing, they seem to be shouting.  - What 
are they doing there? We don't know. ‘The Merry-go-round’ has been turned in to 
some kind of machine age, robotic structure. The clouds above it are crowing 
round it in a very claustrophobic way and there is something kind of mad about it. 
It almost like funfair meets lunatic asylum and above all it is to do with this notion 
that, soldiers and sailors, men and women caught up in this endlessly revolving 
crazy thing that just goes on and on and on forever. Its like a kind of nightmare, 
its a painting of a nightmare. Gurtler in fact was a very insecure young man; he 
had mental problems himself which haunted him throughout his life. While he 
was still painting it he had it photographed and he sent this photograph to his 
friends DH Lawrence, who at that time was writing down in Cornwall. Lawrence 
was so very taken by the black an white photograph of The Merry-go-round’ that 
he wrote the most empowered and passionate letter back to Gurtler saying, “I 
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don’t know how you have done it but you have summed up so much of what is 
happening out there in the First World War.” He was saluting him for his genius 
really.  
 
Paul Nash 
 
Now we come to Paul Nash, who was a young artist who had trained at the 
Slade at exactly the same time but he was very different at the Slade from the 
others. He didn't like modern art much at all when he was a young student. They 
would rush off and see the latest exhibition of cubism or futurism and get very 
excited about it but Paul Nash was very young didn't really like all that. He saw 
himself as part of the romantic landscape tradition very much in the tradition of 
William Blake and Samuel Palmer, that kind of thing. He didn't even paint in oils, 
he painted in watercolours, he was a landscapist, and he was a traditionalist. The 
Paul Nash goes off to serve as a soldier. Fortunately he is wounded and 
invalided out from is regiment and sent back to England. I say fortunately 
because of only a few days later most of regiment, including his friends of course 
are wiped out on one of those attempts to come out of the trenches and march 
towards the enemy and get mown down. Nash of course is overwhelmed when 
he hears about and becomes totally obsessed by wanting to become a war artist; 
fortunately the British Government gives him a commission. One of the most 
remarkable aspects of British art and the First World War is the British 
Governments readiness, even though by this time they were totally caught up in 
this nightmare and they needed all the money they could get to struggle on with 
the war, they gave quite a lot money actually to a large number of artist 
commissioned them to do war pictures. Here is one of the first results of that 
‘Spring in the Trenches' by Paul Nash, which is a somber piece but still has an 
element of hope I think. The blue sky, there are bits in the landscape which still 
have growth attached to them, there are some quite ravishing colours mixed up 
with the greyness of the soldiers further down the picture.  

That is how he starts out but then he is sent off to one of the most 
desperate region of the First World War and by that I meant Passendale. He is 
utterly, utterly overwhelmed by what he finds there. He writes back to his partner 
in England saying 'I want to be a messenger, I want to convey a bitter truth'.  
Those three words struck me so much when I was researching this subject that I 
thought they would be good title for the book I wrote. Nash was actually a very 
good writer, he wrote poetry a lot. He is a very good writer indeed he's very 
literarily and by this time he's turning into a wonderful painter as well. These 
paintings which he executed in 1917 they are official war commissions and this is 
not the sort of thing that the British Government wants to see as part of the 
British war commission but Nash does it anyways. This one is called 'Void', it is 
the only title he gives it, 'Void'' - quite extraordinary, very, very powerful.  
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He is probably the most well known one called 'We are making a new 
world' - well we certainly are because it consist of mud and water and of felled 
trees and of stricken trees which are still upright but there is not much hope for 
the. The sky seems to be clogged in its lower reaches by what? Almost like dark 
red blood, it’s an extraordinary colour. One the things Nash writes about actually 
in one of his early essays on being a landscapes paintings is that he sees trees 
as people. I think very much he wants these trees here to stand in for people, 
almost as if he wants them to have that same emotional effect on us but of 
course more than that he wants us t think about nature as a whole. That not only 
human beings and young soldiers are being destroyed that the world is being 
destroyed, so maybe that is a good moment to end on with one of Paul Nash's 
masterpieces.  
 
Thank you very much. 
 
 
 


